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a b s t r a c t
Increases in men’s testosterone (T) levels after intrasexual competitions and exposure to females facilitate
competitive and courtship behaviours, suggesting T reactivity should affect relevant personality state
changes. How exactly T reactivity, also under potential buffering effects of cortisol (C), relates to personality state changes is unclear. In a preregistered study, we aimed at inducing T increases in young men
(N = 165) through dyadic intrasexual competitions while exposed to a female experimenter. We
investigated self-reported and video-based observer-rated personality state changes, captured by the
interpersonal circumplex and social impressions, in relation to hormonal levels. Results revealed increases
in self-reported competitiveness and observer-rated self-assurance, relative to a control group,
moderated by T reactivity and partly by T  C interactions, providing insights into hormone-personality
response-links.
Ó 2018 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Humans compete for access to mates and social status in order
to reproduce and eventually reach higher biological fitness (Puts,
2016). A wide range of fine-grained mechanisms have evolved over
human evolutionary history to support pursuing these goals. One
important mechanism implicated here is the endocrinological system. Hormones act as physiological coordinators, influencing several organs and processes simultaneously, including human
perception and behavioural dispositions (Roney, 2016). The steroid
hormone testosterone (T) plays a key role in human competitive
behaviour. It has been shown to partly mediate a trade-off between
mating and parenting effort (Muehlenbein & Bribiescas, 2005), in
particular by increasing aggression and risk-taking at the expense
of survival and nurturing behaviour (Muller, 2017). T has further
been suggested to modulate social signalling in intrasexual (dominance contests) and intersexual (mate attraction) contexts (Puts,
2010). T levels are also related to relationship status and parenthood, in that lower T has been found in partnered, compared to
single, individuals (van Anders & Watson, 2006), and in fathers relative to non-fathers (Gettler, McDade, Feranil, & Kuzawa, 2011). T
is particularly relevant in men compared to women, presumably
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due to different trade-offs concerning reproductive strategies and
hence intrasexual competition being more prevalent (Archer,
2009; Puts et al., 2015). If T responses to competitive and
mating-related situations adaptively trigger relevant behavioural
tendencies and social signals, they may mediate changes in corresponding personality states (i.e., temporary characteristics of how
an individual behaves, feels and thinks in a given situation; e.g.,
Geukes, Nestler, Hutteman, Küfner, & Back, 2017), which may also
be accurately detectable by observers. In the present preregistered
study, we seek to clarify the role of T and its effects on personality
states in an intrasexually competitive situation among men.
1.1. Challenge hypothesis and female exposure studies
According to the challenge hypothesis, which was originally
proposed for seasonally breeding birds (Wingfield, Hegner, Dufty,
& Ball, 1990) and later applied to humans (Archer, 2006), there is
an acute increase in T levels in the face of various kinds of challenges, such as mating opportunities or intrasexual competition,
inducing corresponding behavioural tendencies, such as aggressiveness, competitiveness and courtship behaviour (for recent discussions, see Carré & Archer, 2018; Wingfield, 2017). The challenge
hypothesis stems from the field of behavioural ecology, where
acute changes (such as T reactivity) are termed plasticity
(Dingemanse, Kazem, Réale, & Wright, 2010) and correspond to
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state changes in personality psychology. One contemporary
domain where such T reactivity becomes apparent in humans is
sports competitions. A T increase in male competitors has been
shown in anticipation of, during and/or after engaging in sports
competitions such as soccer (N = 40; Edwards, Wetzel, & Wyner,
2006), Japanese chess (N = 90; Hasegawa, Toda, & Morimoto,
2008), or wrestling (N = 15; Elias, 1981). In some studies, T reactivity was shown to be higher in winners compared to losers of sports
competitions, which has been termed the ‘‘winner effect”.
Although there is a mixture of positive and negative findings, a
recent meta-analysis found overall evidence for larger T increases
in winners relative to losers (k = 60 effect sizes, overall N > 2500
men and women; Geniole, Bird, Ruddick, & Carré, 2017).
Another setting where rapid increases in men’s T levels have
been shown are mating opportunities, or so-called ‘‘female exposures”. A simple interaction with an attractive woman as short as
five minutes can suffice to raise T in men (free T usually measured
from saliva; Fiers et al., 2014). For example, a significant increase in
T was shown in men (N = 37) after engaging in a short conversation
with a young woman (Roney, Mahler, & Maestripieri, 2003). No
increase was detected in a control condition, in which the participants interacted with a male experimenter. In a similar study (van
der Meij, Buunk, van de Sande, & Salvador, 2008), a T increase was
found in men (N = 30) after interacting with a female confederate,
and T reactivity was stronger in those men with a more aggressively dominant personality. Thus, it seems, short informal interactions with opposite-sex members are sufficient to reliably elicit a T
response, at least in men (see also Roney, Lukaszewski, & Simmons,
2007; van der Meij, Almela, Buunk, Fawcett, & Salvador, 2012).
Importantly, these T increases in response to mating opportunities
and competitive interactions, as suggested by the challenge
hypothesis, are assumed to be mediated or moderated by both
individual differences (personality and cognitive variables such
as aggressive dominance, one’s involvement and perceived control;
Casto & Edwards, 2016a; Salvador, 2005) and situational characteristics (e.g., one’s opponent’s self-efficacy; van der Meij, Buunk,
Almela, & Salvador, 2010). One particularly important situational
characteristic, the outcome of a competition, can be more generally
framed as status gains or losses, which have been linked to T levels
in the biosocial model of status (Mazur, 1985, 2015; Mazur,
Welker, & Peng, 2015). This model has been derived from research
in male rhesus monkeys (e.g., Rose, Bernstein, & Gordon, 1975) and
predicts T increases after status gains and declines in T after status
losses, such as in competitive interactions, as mentioned above.
Thus, the evidence reviewed so far shows that not only does T fluctuate in anticipation of, during and after competitions in humans,
but also in accordance with variations in contextual factors such
as rank, relationship status or parenthood.
1.2. Testosterone and personality
Extant findings have been interpreted in such a way that T regulates cognition, behaviour and related physiological processes
along a unidimensional competition versus nurturance dimension
(steroid/peptide theory of social bonds; van Anders, Goldey, & Kuo,
2011), a mating versus parenting dimension (Muller, 2017), or, as a
theoretical framework embedded into life history theory, a tradeoff between mating versus survival effort (Roney, 2016). These theoretical dimensions’ endpoints largely overlap with the two main
dimensions of another theoretical model of personality and social
behaviour, the interpersonal circumplex model (Leary, 1957;
Wiggins, 1982; Fig. 1), which has been shown to be widely relevant
in human social behaviour (e.g., for a review on the role of the two
main axes in social perception, see Fiske, Cuddy, & Glick, 2007). The
interpersonal circumplex’ two main axes, Dominance and Love,
correspond to the dimensions of competition/mating and
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Fig. 1. The interpersonal circumplex model with its eight personality facets
(adapted from Wiggins, Trapnell, & Phillips, 1988).

nurturance/parenting/survival, respectively. A dominant behavioural strategy supports especially males in both intrasexual competition and mating (Kordsmeyer, Hunt, Puts, Ostner, & Penke,
2018), whereas the circumplex’ main axis love captures nurturance, interpersonal warmth und connecting with others (Turan,
Guo, Boggiano, & Bedgood, 2014), which are inherent components
of parenting, caring romantic relationships, and may promote survival (Costa, Terracciano, & McCrae, 2001). However, the circumplex model’s main axes are defined as being orthogonal to each
other, rather than unidimensional (as the T-mediated trade-offs
outlined above). This provokes the question of how T reactivity is
related to state changes in circumplex personality facets. On a trait
level, Turan et al. (2014) investigated the association of baseline T
with the interpersonal circumplex personality traits (based on the
Interpersonal Adjective Scales-Revised, IAS-R; N = 85 men). A positive correlation with agency/disconnectedness (facet BC, a blend
of dominance and coldheartedness; Fig. 1) and a negative relationship with submissiveness/communion (facet JK, a blend of nurturance and low dominance; Fig. 1) was found. In addition, Sellers,
Mehl, and Josephs (2007) found positive, small-to-medium sized
correlations of baseline T with self-rated dominance (r = 0.25; corresponding to the circumplex model’s main axis Dominance) in
both men and women (N = 69). They argue, also based on their
additional finding of high temporal stability of T levels (across five
days), that T may well serve as a biological marker of interindividual differences in dominance. However, it needs to be
acknowledged that a meta-analysis found a somewhat smaller
effect of baseline T on dominance (conceptualized as overranking oneself; k = 13 samples, overall N = 2437; weighted
r = 0.13; Archer, 2006), hence the finding of Sellers et al. (2007)
needs to be replicated. Thus, some first findings, mostly from small
samples, indicate baseline T may be related to self-perceptions of
dominance, and negatively to submissiveness (both facets forming
the circumplex model’s vertical main axis; Fig. 1) on a trait level,
corresponding to the life history trade-off between parenting and
mating (Muehlenbein & Bribiescas, 2005; Muller, 2017; Zilioli &
Bird, 2017).
1.3. Testosterone and intra-individual differences
Many of the inter-individual associations between T and behaviour in the literature appear to be rather weak. A meta-analysis
pinpointed the average correlation between baseline T and aggression in humans to be r = 0.08 (weighted by sample size; k = 42
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samples; overall N = 9760; Archer, Graham-Kevan, & Davies, 2005;
update of an earlier meta-analysis by Book, Starzyk, & Quinsey,
2001). Somewhat larger, but still small, overall associations have
been found between baseline T and dominance (see above;
Archer, 2006). Regarding potential explanations for these weak
associations, firstly, it has been proposed that individual differences in these behaviours and traits may be more reliably related
to acute fluctuations in T than to baseline T, hence on an intrarather than an inter-individual level (Carré & Olmstead, 2015).
Across three studies (total N = 224 men), antagonistic behaviour
during a competitive interaction (Point Subtraction Aggression
Paradigm, PSAP) was associated positively with T reactivity, but
not baseline T, in men (Carré, Putnam, & McCormick, 2009;
Geniole, Busseri, & McCormick, 2013; Geniole, Carré, &
McCormick, 2011). In another study (Carré, Baird-Rowe, & Hariri,
2014), men’s (n = 42, but not women’s, n = 41) decreased trust ratings of emotionally neutral faces were predicted by their T
increases, but not baseline T, after having engaged in the PSAP. In
one of the first studies on the effects of competition-induced T
dynamics on behaviour (Mehta & Josephs, 2006), T changes in
males (N = 57) after having engaged in a rigged one-on-one competition predicted the motivation to compete again, rather than doing
a cooperative task after the initial competition, in losers, but not
winners. The authors interpreted the findings as losers trying to
regain status (after a loss), which is mediated by changes in T. In
a similar study (Carré et al., 2009), both male and female participants performed a (same-sex) dyadic competition (N = 77). Afterwards, the PSAP was employed to measure reactive aggressive
behaviour. While baseline T turned out to be unrelated to aggressiveness, T increases (from baseline T) predicted subsequent
aggressive behaviour in male, but not female, losers. Additionally,
the interaction of T increases and trait dominance was related to
aggressiveness in male winners only (see also Carré & Archer,
2018 for a review). Eisenegger, Kumsta, Naef, Gromoll, and
Heinrichs (2017) had men (N = 172) engage in a mathematical
skills-based task, and found positive associations between baseline
T and competitiveness (choosing a competitive over a noncompetitive payment scheme; but see Torrance, Hahn, Kandrik,
DeBruine, & Jones, 2018 for a null-finding on men’s baseline T
and self-reported intrasexual competitiveness, N = 59), as well as
between T reactivity during the competition and confidence in
one’s own performance. Finally, in an extensive review, Carré &
Olmstead (2015) proposed competition-induced T fluctuations to
be modulating aggressive behaviour, competitive motivation and
performance, social cognition (e.g., trust, empathy, or moral
decision-making) and mate-seeking behaviour (courtship displays), as well as increasing risk-taking (see Carré, Ruddick,
Moreau, & Bird, 2017 for a review; Vermeer, Riečanský, &
Eisenegger, 2016). Thus, behaviours and personality traits relevant
in an intrasexually competitive context may well show stronger
links with acute T fluctuations than with baseline levels, which will
be investigated further in this study. However, the question
remains how state changes along interpersonal circumplex personality facets are associated with acute T increases in an intrasexually
competitive context.

1.4. The dual-hormone hypothesis
As a second explanation for weak links of T with behaviour and
personality, an endocrinological interaction has been proposed.
Associations between observer-rated trait dominance and baseline
T in two studies (study 1: N = 94 men and women; study 2: N = 57
men; Mehta & Josephs, 2010) depended on the levels of another
hormone, the glucocorticoid cortisol (C). A positive association

between T and dominance became apparent only if baseline C
was low (for men and women together in study 1, nonsignificant if analysed separately). When baseline C was relatively
high, the associations were non-significant (study 1) or even partly
reversed (study 2). The authors suggested the interaction of two
neuroendocrine axes, the hypothalamus pituitary gonadal (HPG)
and hypothalamus pituitary adrenal (HPA) axes, to be at work in
regulating dominance, and coined this the dual-hormone hypothesis (Mehta & Josephs, 2010; see also Popma et al., 2007). Since then,
a range of studies has examined associations with various kinds of
behavioural tendencies and personality traits, which could be subsumed as status-seeking and -maintaining behaviours, and found
support for the dual-hormone hypothesis (e.g., on risk-taking:
Mehta, Welker, Zilioli, & Carré, 2015; status-attainment:
Sherman, Lerner, Josephs, Renshon, & Gross, 2016; reactive aggression: Geniole et al., 2011; see Mehta & Prasad, 2015 for a review).
Since multiple studies have already shown effects of an interaction
between T and C in a fairly consistent way, it seems warranted to
include baseline C as a potential moderator in our study.
1.5. Testosterone and observer perceptions
Beyond associations of T with people’s behavioural propensities
and self-reported personality traits, T has been suggested to be
related to men’s secondary sexual traits, and hence to modulate
social signalling to both same-sex (e.g., threatening rivals) and
opposite-sex (attracting potential mates) members (Puts, 2010).
Examples of traits and behaviours which are ontogenetically or
proximately linked to T and play a role in social signalling include
men’s muscularity (Frederick & Haselton, 2007), risk-taking
(Mehta et al., 2015) and mating behaviour (van der Meij et al.,
2012; see also Andersson, 1994). In intrasexually competitive
and mating contexts, it is crucial for both rivals and potential
mates to perceive these signals accurately as cues to good condition (Sell et al., 2009). However, there are only few studies on
whether and to what extent such T-mediated behavioural changes
(in line with the challenge hypothesis) are perceived by rivals and
potential mates. After interacting with a female, but not a male
confederate, men with larger T reactivity were perceived by female
observers as engaging in stronger self-presentation, and as showing more interest in the confederate and more positive facial cues
(N = 82; van der Meij et al., 2012). These results are similar to
Roney and colleagues’ study (2003), in which men’s T reactivity
after interacting with a female confederate was positively correlated with the confederate’s rating of how much the males tried
to impress her. Regarding evidence for associations of baseline T
and trait-dominance with observer-perceived dominant behaviour,
Slatcher, Mehta, and Josephs (2011) had men (N = 76) engage in a
mate competition for the attention of an attractive female confederate against another male participant. For those high in selfreported trait-dominance, a positive association of baseline T with
their observable dominant behaviour during the mate competition,
as judged from video recordings, and a negative link with their
opponent’s observable dominant behaviour were found. While
the extant studies have focussed on a specific aspect of men’s
behaviour in relation to either baseline T levels or T reactivity,
there is a gap in the literature regarding associations between
acute T fluctuations and a more comprehensive assessment of
observer-perceived personality states.
1.6. This study: aims and hypotheses
The current study aims to replicate and further investigate the
reactivity of T in men in response to exposure to a potential mate
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and an intrasexually competitive situation (challenge hypothesis;
Archer, 2006). In particular, pairs of men were asked to engage in
a dyadic competition (mixture of four cognitive and physical disciplines), while being supervised by an attractive female confederate. Before (pre) and after (post) the competition, saliva samples
were taken to assess baseline T and T reactivity, as well as baseline
C. Men completed a state version of an interpersonal circumplex
personality questionnaire. In order to capture behavioural changes
and observer-perceptions of these, our male participants were
video-recorded both before (in a calm state, with baseline T levels)
and after (in an aroused state, purportedly with elevated T) engaging in a dyadic male competition. In particular, participants were
asked to present themselves describing their personal strengths
within a short time frame (1 min), thus engaging a somewhat challenging task (Study 1). Male and female observers subsequently
judged these video recordings for personality states (also using
the interpersonal circumplex; Study 2) and self-created ‘‘social
impression” items (Study 3). We created items within three
domains, which we believe are especially relevant in the context
of both intrasexual competition and female mate choice. The
domain ‘‘cooperativeness” should correspond to the interpersonal
circumplex model’s Love main axis (e.g., Wiggins, 1982; see also
the findings of van der Meij et al., 2012 on T reactivity and affiliative behaviour), ‘‘self-display” should tap into behaviour signalling
to both male rivals and female potential mates (e.g., Roney et al.,
2007) and ‘‘self-assurance” should capture perceptions of a man’s
strength and confidence. These three domains are supposed to
directly map onto the T-mediated trade-off between mating/competition (self-display and self-assurance) and parenting/nurturance (cooperativeness; Muehlenbein & Bribiescas, 2005; Muller,
2017; Roney, 2016; van Anders et al., 2011). Previous research
has shown that personality traits can be reliably inferred by observers after viewing short recordings of behaviour, which are
referred to as ‘‘thin slices of behaviour” (Ambady & Rosenthal,
1992; Borkenau, Mauer, Riemann, Spinath, & Angleitner, 2004).
We hence tested influences of T changes on both self-reported
and observer-rated personality states, including observerperceptions of social impressions relevant in men’s signalling
behaviour (e.g., Puts, 2010). Furthermore, we examined the interaction of baseline C with T reactivity in association with personality state changes (dual-hormone hypothesis; Mehta & Josephs,
2010). For robustness checks, analyses in Study 1 were additionally
performed including the following preregistered control variables,
which have been associated with T before: participants’s age, BMI,
relationship status, recent sexual experience, self-reported positive/negative affect, stress, and self-esteem (Keevil et al., 2017;
Roney et al., 2003; Schultheiss & Stanton, 2009; van Anders &
Watson, 2006; van der Meij et al., 2008; Vermeulen, Goemaere, &
Kaufman, 1999). Analyses in Studies 2 and 3 were re-run including
the preregistered control variables participant age, relationship
status and sexual identity (Keevil et al., 2017; van Anders &
Watson, 2006). The methods and hypotheses of all three studies
were preregistered on the Open Science Framework (Study 1: osf.
io/8n7ev; 2 and 3: osf.io/uhzf3). Specifically, the following
hypotheses were tested:
1. Salivary T increases relative to baseline in male participants
after a dyadic intrasexual competition under female exposure
in the experimental group, but not in a control group in which
participants do not compete and are supervised by a male
experimenter the whole time.
2. (a) We hypothesize larger pre-post changes (before to after the
competitive interaction) in the experimental than in the control
group in the following self-reported personality states along the
interpersonal circumplex (which are assumed to be implicated
in a competitive mating situation; Roney, 2016; van Anders
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et al., 2011): increases in dominance (circumplex facet PA),
assertiveness (NO), and competitiveness (BC), decreases in nurturance (LM) and introversion (FG).1
(b) We predict pre-post changes in the following observer-rated
personality states along the interpersonal circumplex: increases
in dominance (PA), and competitiveness (BC), decreases in submissiveness (HI), and ingenuousness (JK); and in the following
social impression dimensions: increases in self-assurance and
self-display, decrease in cooperativeness.
3. (a) In the experimental group only, we hypothesize associations
of T reactivity with self-reported personality state changes: Positive for dominance (PA), assertiveness (NO), competitiveness
(BC), negative for nurturance (LM) and introversion (FG).
(b) Further, we hypothesize associations of T reactivity with
observer-rated personality states and social impressions
changes in the experimental group only: Positive for dominance
(PA), cold-heartedness (DE), competitiveness (BC), selfassurance, and self-display, negative for nurturance (LM), submissiveness (HI), and cooperativeness.
4. (a) In the experimental group we predict a relationship of T reactivity with self-reported personality state changes to be stronger
when baseline C is lower (dual-hormone hypothesis, Mehta &
Josephs, 2010). Specifically, we predicted larger increases for
dominance (PA), assertiveness (NO), and competitiveness (BC),
as well as larger decreases for nurturance (LM) and introversion
(FG) with higher T reactivity and low baseline C.
(b) Similarly, we predict baseline C to attenuate the relationship
between T reactivity and the following observer-rated personality state and social impression changes: (positive) dominance
(PA), competitiveness (BC), self-assurance, and self-display,
(negative) submissiveness (HI), ingenuousness (JK) and
cooperativeness.
2. Study 1
We investigated men’s T reactivity (Hypothesis 1) and changes
in self-reported personality states (Hypothesis 2) after a dyadic
intrasexual competitive situation, as well as associations of personality state changes with T reactivity (Hypothesis 3) and the T  C
interaction (Hypothesis 4).
2.1. Methods
2.1.1. Participants
We recruited 165 male heterosexual young adults with no hormonal disorders. There were 125 participants in the experimental
and 40 in the control group2 (age: M = 24.3 years, SD = 3.2, range
18–34; experimental group: M = 24.1 years, SD = 3.3, control group:
M = 24.9 years, SD = 2.9). The sample size in the experimental group
(n = 125) had sufficient power (>0.80) to detect effect sizes of Pearson’s r > 0.24 (Cohen, 1992). In the experimental group, 59 indicated
to be single, 66 in a relationship (10 open, 50 committed, four
engaged, two married, none divorced or widowed; control group:
21 single, one open, 16 committed relationship, two married, none
1
We did not explicitly predict differences in preregistered hypotheses for specific
facets between self-reports and observer-ratings. Instead, differences can be ascribed
to the long time frame in which preregistrations for Study 1 versus 2 and 3 were
formulated, and resulting rethinking of specific hypotheses (also based on results of
preliminary versions of these studies; see Tables S49–S52, S56–S58).
2
The main purpose of the control group was to provide an opportunity to compare
mean level changes (T reactivity, personality state changes) with the experimental
group, not to compare correlational results in both conditions. For the former, we
consider a sample size of N = 40 as appropriate. We had originally preregistered a
sample size of N = 20 for the control group due to anticipated financial constraints.
During data collection, we decided to increase the sample size to N = 40 for a more
appropriate statistical power. This decision was not influenced by intermediate
statistical analyses.
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engaged, divorced or widowed). In the experimental and control
group 90.4% and 82.5% were students, respectively (of which only
two were enrolled as psychology students). On the 7-point Kinsey
scale of sexual identity (1 = exclusively heterosexual to 7 = exclusively homosexual; Kinsey, Pomeroy & Martin, 1948), the mean
was 1.19 (SD = 0.46). One participant indicated a bisexual orientation
(Kinsey score = 4) and an unusually high number of sexual partners
in the 12 months previous to the study, hence robustness analyses
were conducted excluding him and any differences are reported.
All procedures received ethics approval from the Georg-Elias-Mülle
r-Institute of Psychology’s Ethics Committee (no. 111).
2.1.2. Procedure and measures
To control for circadian variation in participants’ hormonal
reactivity, all testing was conducted between 2 pm and 6 pm
(Idris, Wan, Zhang, & Punyadeera, 2017; Schultheiss & Stanton,
2009). The study was divided into two parts, a pre-session and a
main session, with the latter happening a few days after the
former.
Pre-session. During the pre-session, led by a male experimenter,
participants provided informed consent, self-reports on interpersonal circumplex personality traits (using the Interpersonal Adjective List, Jacobs & Scholl, 2005), their sexual history and mating
success (such as their relationship satisfaction (Sander & Böcker,
1993) and number of recent sexual partners; Penke & Asendorpf,
2008) were assessed, and body height and weight (to calculate
BMI) were measured. A first saliva sample was taken approximately 20 min after arriving at the lab (to allow participants to
calm down), in order to get a first measure of baseline T levels. Further measures not relevant to this study were also taken (see preregistrations). The pre-session was scheduled on a separate day to
familiarize participants with the laboratory setting to avoid artificially increased hormonal levels during the main session (see Fales,
Gildersleeve, & Haselton, 2014).
Main session. The main session’s design included a pre- and a
post-part (Fig. 2), identical for the experimental and the control
group. In the experimental group, two participants reported to
the lab at a time, without meeting each other until the onset of
the competition. First, participants filled out questionnaires on a
computer. Personality states were assessed with a state version
of the Interpersonal Adjective List (IAL; Jacobs & Scholl, 2005).
Due to time constraints, the IAL was shortened to five out of eight
items per facet (based on factor loadings and fit for the context of
this study, 40 items total; see Table S41 for a list of items, and S1
for descriptive statistics). Participants also completed the following
state questionnaires, which had been preregistered as control variables, next to age, BMI, recent sexual experience and relationship
status: positive and negative affect (German version of the
PANAS-X, 10 items each; Röcke & Grühn, 2003; Watson & Clark,
1994), stress (STAI, 6 items chosen from the full 20-item version;
Spielberger, Gorsuch, Lushene, Vagg, & Jacobs, 1983) and state
self-esteem (RSES, 4-item short version; Nezlek & Plesko, 2003).
Approximately 12–15 min after arriving in the lab they provided a first saliva sample for baseline T and C measures. Afterwards, they were escorted into the video laboratory separately,

one after another, to complete the first video recording. Then participants met each other and the female confederate, and engaged
in the dyadic competition. Right after the competition, hence
approximately 18–20 min after onset, a first post-saliva sample
was taken, after which participants alternatingly completed further questionnaires including their personality states and the control variables (see above), and the second part of the video
recordings. Finally, participants provided a second post-saliva sample (Fig. 2). Two post-saliva samples were taken since it is not clear
when exactly hormonal reactivity is highest and when changes are
best detected in saliva. A delay of 15–20 min has been suggested
for T responses (Casto & Edwards, 2016a; Schultheiss, Schiepe, &
Rawolle, 2012). Moreover, Schultheiss et al. (2012) recommend
to spread out multiple post-samples for measuring reactivity by
at least 10 min, in order to leave time for the hormones passing
into saliva after salivary glands have been filled up again; our second post-sample was taken 20 min (on average, range ca. 18–
30 min) after the first post-sample. Thus, the two post-samples
can be interpreted as follows: The first can be seen as a measure
of anticipatory reactivity (Marler, Oyegbile, Plavicki, & Trainor,
2005) and a T increase during the competition’s first minutes.
The second post-sample can be interpreted as representing T reactivity during the full competition phase and especially the two
later disciplines (arm wrestling and turn-taking verbal fluency
game, see below).
For the control group, the procedure was very similar, except
that participants completed the main session individually and
instead of engaging in a competition watched a documentary video
on Canada’s sustainable forests (SFM Canada, 2013), which was
supposed to be neutral, free of social content, and not challenging,
in order not to elicit a T response. The video had a duration of
twelve minutes, thus roughly equivalent to the competition. Participants’ perception of the video documentary was assessed as a
manipulation check, to see if the video was actually seen as neutral
and non-challenging by the participants. Items were chosen to tap
upon aspects which have been associated with T and C increases in
previous studies (Goldey & van Anders, 2016; Hellhammer, Hubert,
& Schürmeyer, 1985). The video was rated to be informative and
below-average disquieting and stressful, and average in excitement, boredom and challenge (Table S42). Moreover, in the control
group there was no female confederate present, the whole procedure was led by a male experimenter instead. After the second
post-saliva sample, participants were debriefed about the study’s
objective.
2.1.3. Hormonal assessments
Participants were asked to refrain from drinking alcohol, exercising, taking recreational or non-prescribed clinical drugs on the
day of the study, from ingesting caffeine (coffee, tea, coke) or sleeping three hours before the study, and from eating, drinking (except
for water), smoking or brushing teeth one hour before their scheduled appointment (Geniole et al., 2013; Lopez, Hay, & Conklin,
2009). To check participants’ adherence to these instructions and
to assess further potential influences on the saliva samples and
hormonal levels, a screening questionnaire was administered at

Fig. 2. Timeline (in minutes) of the administration of the main session in the experimental group.
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the beginning of the session (Schultheiss & Stanton, 2009). None of
the participants indicated to be taking hormonal medication or
supplements.
For all saliva samples, participants provided at least 2 ml of saliva via unstimulated passive drool through a straw (following the
procedural guidelines provided in Fiers et al., 2014; Schultheiss
et al., 2012). The samples were immediately transported to an
ultra-low temperature freezer (80 °C), where salivary T is stable
for at least 36 months (Granger, Shirtcliff, Booth, Kivlighan, &
Schwartz, 2004). At the end of data collection, saliva samples were
shipped on dry ice to the Technical University of Dresden, where
they were analysed using chemiluminescence-immuno-assays
with high sensitivity (IBL International, Hamburg, Germany). The
intra- and inter-assay coefficients (CVs) for C are below 8% and
for T below 11%. Outliers were winsorized to 3 SDs (n = 8 in the
experimental, n = 1 in the control group, in accordance with
Mehta et al., 2015; see also Pollet & van der Meij, 2017, for an
extensive discussion of the influence of hormone outlier handling
on significance testing). All T and C measures appeared to be positively skewed and to violate the assumption of normality
(Shapiro-Wilk test statistics < 0.94, ps < .001). Consequently, all
four variables were log10-transformed (see e.g., Mehta et al.,
2015). One participant in the experimental condition had missing
data for baseline T and C (from the main session), hence we could
not calculate T reactivity and the T  C interaction (decreasing the
sample size for these measures to n = 124). Thirty-one participants
reported either recent gum bleedings or oral infections, which can
lead to elevated steroid hormone concentrations (Schultheiss &
Stanton, 2009). T and C levels were compared for these as a group
with the remaining participants and no differences were detected
(all unsigned ts < 1.58, ps > .11).
To ease interpretation and comparison with other studies, hormonal values in these tables are reported in untransformed values
(for T in pg/ml, C in nmol/l). The correlations amongst the two T
post-measures
were
high
(experimental/control
group:
r = 0.75/0.89, ps < .001), suggesting moderate-to-high stability,
comparable to previous results (Sellers et al., 2007; Turan et al.,
2014). As expected, baseline T (from the main session) inversely
predicted T reactivity for both post-saliva samples in the experimental group (r = 0.44 and r = 0.40, respectively, ps < .001;
Roney, Simmons, & Lukaszewski, 2010).
2.1.4. Competition
Immediately before competition onset, participants filled out a
short questionnaire assessing their motivation and expectation to
win (Costa, Serrano, & Salvador, 2016). Participants competed in
dyads in four disciplines, under supervision of the attractive female
confederate, with the aim of eliciting a T response (e.g., Roney
et al., 2007; Salvador & Costa, 2009). To increase participants’
engagement in the competition, the winner of each discipline
received an additional immediate monetary compensation of 2€,
presented as a coin on the table at each discipline’s conclusion.
For the four disciplines, a mixture of physical and cognitive tasks
was chosen in order to increase the chances that the outcome of
the competition remained undecided for longer (assuming a
heterogeneity in talents): (1) a table pinball soccer game (played
until one contestant had scored five goals), (2) a snatching game
(where participants had to solve figural reasoning tasks, inferring
which one out of five objects did not match two objects on cards
in shape or color, and grasp the right object from the table quicker
than the opponent, until one participant had won five rounds), (3)
arm wrestling (best of three, alternating arms) and (4) a turntaking verbal fluency task (where participants took turns naming
words belonging to a certain category and starting with a specific
letter, e.g., ‘‘occupations starting with M”; best of three). For all
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disciplines, see illustrations in the online supplementary material
(Fig. S1).
During all four disciplines, the female experimenter was told to
interact naturally with the participants, while providing some verbal encouragement. The confederate had been carefully chosen for
above-average physical attractiveness and communicative skills,
heterosexual orientation, and age comparable to participants’.
Her above-average physical attractiveness was confirmed in a pilot
rating study (13 independent male raters unacquainted with the
female confederate judged a face and a full-body photo on four
7-point Likert scales from 1 = not at all attractive to 7 = extremely
attractive; facial attractiveness: M = 5.15, SE = 0.27; bodily attractiveness: M = 5.46, SE = 0.27; overall short-term attractiveness:
M = 5.69, SE = 0.31; overall long-term attractiveness: M = 4.77,
SE = 0.47).
2.1.5. Video recordings
During the pre and post parts of both the experimental and the
control group, self-presentation video recordings of participants
were taken. Pre recordings were supervised by the male experimenter, and post recordings by the female confederate, both from
a separate video control room. Each participant was first told that
the question he should answer within a one-minute time limit
was, ‘‘What do you think, right now, is great about yourself?”. Then
he was presented with one of two sets of eight terms about ‘‘life
domains” (Table S43) and instructed to choose three, which he
would subsequently talk about. The life domains of the two sets
were matched for equivalent meaning and presented in counterbalanced order, one in the pre and one in the post part (e.g., ‘‘humour” and ‘‘creativity”). The participants were given these terms
as hints what to talk about and in order to ensure that they talked
about of a variety of different, but roughly comparable things when
presenting themselves. The three chosen domains were placed
next to the camera, with the participant standing roughly four
meters from the camera (to have a full-body view). Participants
could start to speak whenever they felt like and gently reminded
when they passed the time limit, but not stopped abruptly.
2.1.6. Statistical analyses
For personality state changes and T reactivity, residual scores
were calculated by regressing post- on pre-personality states for
all IAL octants and post- on pre-T levels (van der Meij et al.,
2012; using the baseline saliva sample obtained on the day of
the main session; for both post-competition samples separately),
respectively (see Burt & Obradović, 2013 for a detailed discussion
of difference scores versus residuals). For all analyses described
below, separate tests and models were employed for the two postcompetition T measures. Since our studies were preregistered, we
decided to use one-sided tests for directional Hypotheses 1–4,
marked with ‘‘one-tailed” below (Cho & Abe, 2013; Lakens,
2016). For robustness checks, all models (as described below in
the results section) were again run including the preregistered
control variables: age, BMI, relationship status coded as a binary
variable (single versus partnered, the latter included those in an
open or committed relationship, as well as engaged and married
participants), recent sexual experience (binary, within previous
1 month) and pre-to-post changes in state positive and negative
affect, stress, and self-esteem. Analyses were performed using R
(R Core Team, 2015), computerized versions of questionnaires
were administered using formr.org (Arslan & Tata, 2017).
2.1.7. Data availability
The data and analysis scripts associated with this research are
available at osf.io/8n7ev.
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2.2. Results
Descriptive statistics for all main variables, and bivariate correlations between personality state changes and T reactivity can be
found in Tables S1 and S2. Internal consistencies (Cronbach’s ɑ)
for the eight IAL facets (pre and post separately) ranged between
0.60–0.85/0.45–0.89 for the experimental/control group (Table S1).
2.2.1. Hypothesis 1
To assess T reactivity in the experimental compared to the control group, univariate linear regression models were employed,
predicting T reactivity from the dummy-coded variable condition
(0 = control, 1 = experimental condition). For the first post-saliva
sample (taken directly after the competition), but not the second
(taken on average 20 min after the first sample), T reactivity was
higher in the experimental than control group (1st: b = 0.45,
p < .01 (one-tailed), partial g2 = 0.04; 2nd: b = 0.22, p = .11 (onetailed), partial g2 = 0.01). When including the preregistered control
variables results remained virtually unchanged (Table S2a).
2.2.2. Hypothesis 2
For personality state changes from before to after the competition (or watching the video in the control condition), comparing
the two conditions, univariate linear regression models were run,
with personality state changes (for IAL octants separately) as the
dependent variable, predicted by condition (0 = control, 1 = experimental condition). Larger IAL personality state increases in the
experimental relative to the control group were found for competitiveness (BC; b = 0.46, p < .01 (one-tailed), partial g2 = 0.04;
Table S3) and coldheartedness (DE; b = 0.40, p = .03, partial
g2 = 0.03), while ingenuousness (JK; b = 0.44, p = .02, partial
g2 = 0.04) decreased more in the experimental group (for the
remaining facets, ps > .08). When including the eight control variables, the changes in competitiveness and coldheartedness became
non-significant (ps > .05; Table S4).
2.2.3. Hypothesis 3
To test the association between T reactivity and personality
state changes, the latter were predicted by the former, in the
experimental group only. A positive association between T reactivity and personality state changes in competitiveness (BC) was
detected for the first, but not the second post-saliva sample (1st:
b = 0.15, p = .0496 (one-tailed), partial g2 = 0.02; 2nd: b = 0.02,
p = .80, partial g2 = 0.00; see Table 1; Fig. 3). When including the
control variables results remained unchanged (Table S9).
2.2.4. Hypothesis 4
The interaction between T reactivity and baseline C (T  C;
using the baseline C measure obtained on the day of the main session) was added, besides T reactivity and baseline C, to the regression model predicting personality state changes to test for
moderating effects of baseline C in the experimental group. A significant moderating effect of baseline C on the association between

Fig. 3. Pre-post changes in competitiveness (facet BC) predicted by the first
testosterone reactivity measure in the experimental group.

T reactivity and personality state changes in competitiveness (BC;
1st sample: b = 0.43, p < .01 (one-tailed), partial g2 = 0.06; 2nd:
b = 0.36, p < .01 (one-tailed), partial g2 = 0.05) and in dominance
(PA; 1st sample: b = 0.35, p = .01 (one-tailed), partial g2 = 0.04;
2nd: b = 0.26, p = .04 (one-tailed), partial g2 = 0.03; for the other
facets, ps > .06; Table S10) was found. In both cases, there was a
positive relationship between T reactivity and change in competitiveness when baseline C was low, but a negative link when baseline C was high (Fig. 4). When adding the control variables, results
were unchanged for competitiveness, but the significant T  C
interactions for dominance faded (ps > .27 (one-tailed); Table S11).
To conclude, we found a T reactivity which was larger in the
experimental group, relative to the control group, for the first,
but not the second sample. Participants in the experimental group
rated themselves to be more competitive (BC) and coldhearted
(DE) and less ingenuous (JK) post compared to pre, relative to
changes in the control group. The former change in the experimental group was positively predicted by participants’ T reactivity, but
only for the first post-saliva sample, not the second. For both postsaliva samples, the relationship between T reactivity and change in
competitiveness was attenuated by high baseline C. We addition-

Table 1
Results from linear models predicting personality state changes from testosterone reactivity (Study 1, Hypothesis 3).
IAL state changes

1st T reactivity (b)

SE

p

Partial g2

2nd T reactivity (b)

SE

p

Partial g2

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

0.09
0.15
0.12
0.05
0.01
0.12
0.07
0.01

0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09

.15p
.049p
.20
.29p
.85
.18
.22p
.46p

0.01
0.02
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00

0.11
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.15
0.11
0.04
0.13

0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09

.12
.80
.15
.47p
.11
.22
.32p
.08p

0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.01
0.00
0.02

assured-dominant (PA)
competitive (BC)
coldhearted (DE)
introverted (FG)
submissive (HI)
ingenuous (JK)
nurturing (LM)
extraverted (NO)

Note. IAL = interpersonal adjective list; SE = standard error; partial g2 = partial eta-squared effect size;

p

= one-tailed p-value due to preregistered hypothesis.
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der Meij et al., 2008), and reported associations between circumplex personality traits and baseline T (Turan et al., 2014). Results
can be found in the supplementary (Tables S21–S40). Finally, the
results of further preregistered analyses (mainly on pre-post
changes in additional personality states and their associations with
baseline T, baseline C, and T reactivity) can be found in the online
supplementary (Tables S39–S57).

Fig. 4. Interaction between testosterone reactivity (first post-sample) and baseline
cortisol predicting the self-reported pre-post change in competitiveness (BC).

ally found a T  C interaction on changes in dominance (PA; for the
first post-saliva sample only). T reactivity was positively associated
with increases in competitiveness and dominance, only if baseline
C was low, in agreement with the dual-hormone hypothesis. Thus,
all hypotheses received at least partial support.
2.2.5. Actor-partner effects
Due to the dyadic nature of the participants’ interaction, we ran
actor-partner interdependence models (APIM; Kenny, Kashy, &
Cook, 2006) using the AMOS 23 statistics programme. Here, the
data of both competitors are analysed simultaneously to control
for a potential dependence amongst them, grouped into winners
and losers of the competition. Effects on a focal participant’s personality state changes by the respective opponent’s T reactivity
were investigated (Hypothesis 3), motivated by earlier findings
on an association between baseline T levels and opponent’s dominant behaviour during a male dyadic mate competition (Slatcher
et al., 2011). Since in previous analyses we detected an effect of
the first post-measure T reactivity on changes in self-reported competitiveness (BC), we will focus on these. The APIM models
included both competitors’ T reactivities and changes in competitiveness. No partner effects were detected (winners’ T reactivity
on losers’ BC change: b = 0.03, SE = 0.23, p = .85; losers’ T reactivity on winners’ BC change: b = 0.07, SE = 0.24, p = .60; see Fig. S2).
Hence, it can be concluded that for the association between personality state changes in competitiveness and T reactivity, no
dependence amongst the two competitors was detected that could
bias the results on an individual level, as reported above.

2.2.7. Discussion
In Study 1 we demonstrate significant T increases in men after
engaging in a dyadic intrasexual, female-led competition (replicating earlier findings of an acute T rise in the face of challenges such
as mating opportunities and intrasexual contest; Archer, 2006; van
der Meij et al., 2008). In addition, we show that these hormonal
fluctuations (T reactivity, relationships partly attenuated by high
baseline C) are associated with personality state changes in dimensions relevant in such a competitive interaction (i.e., competitiveness and dominance), underlining previous suggestions of T
modulating men’s competitive behaviour (Carré & Olmstead,
2015). However, these associations were significant mostly only
for the first, but not the second T reactivity measure (except for
the T  C interaction on competitiveness; Table 2), and only for
one or two (Hypotheses 3 and 4, respectively) of the five preregistered circumplex facets (Table 2). Accordingly, they should be treated with care until further replication strengthens their robustness.
In the following studies, we examine if these hormone-mediated
personality state changes are detectable by naive observers, in
order to test if hormonal responses trigger perceptible behavioural
changes that can potentially function as social signals.
3. Studies 2 and 33
In preregistered Studies 2 and 3, we tested if men’s personality
state changes from before to after an intrasexual competitive situation can be detected by observers based on thin slices of behaviour (Hypothesis 2), and if these state changes are associated
with target men’s hormonal changes (T reactivity, Hypothesis 3,
and T  C interaction, Hypothesis 4). The thin slices are based on
the video recordings from Study 1. In Study 2, target men’s personality states were rated by females using the Interpersonal Adjective
List (IAL; Jacobs & Scholl, 2005). Study 3 employed self-created
social impression items (3 facets: self-assurance, cooperativeness,
self-display) and both male and female raters. Both studies
involved target men from Study 1’s experimental and control
group, to be able to test differential personality state changes
between these two conditions, since simple pre-post changes could
at least partly be attributed to practice effects (target men speaking
more fluently and feeling more confident in the post than in the pre
video recordings and hence being judged differently). The comparison of pre-post changes with those in the control group theoretically enables us to partial out practice effects, as these should be
present equally in both conditions.
3.1. Study 2

2.2.6. Further replication analyses and preregistered hypotheses
We attempted to replicate previous findings of a T increase in
winners and a T decrease in losers (‘‘winner effect”, for a recent
meta-analysis showing an average effect size of d = 0.20, k = 60
samples, N > 2500, see Geniole et al., 2017), a range of moderating
and mediating effects on T reactivity, which have been reported
earlier (e.g., female confederate’s ratings of men’s behaviour during
a mating competition; Roney et al., 2003; Slatcher et al., 2011;
effects of men’s recent sexual activity; Roney et al., 2003; van
der Meij et al., 2008; effects of trait aggressive dominance; van
der Meij et al., 2008; associations with relationship status; van

3.1.1. Methods
3.1.1.1. Participants. Participants were 400 females (age: M = 23.7,
SD = 4.8, range 16–56 years), recruited via a local participant database. Raters’ mean age was comparable to target men’s mean age
(M = 24.3 years).
3.1.1.2.

Video-stimuli

and

procedure. Video-recorded

self-

3
Additional preliminary versions of these two studies were conducted earlier.
Details and results can be found in the supplementary (Tables S48–S58).
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Table 2
Results from linear models predicting observer-rated personality state changes from testosterone reactivity (Study 2, Hypothesis 3).
IAL state changes

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

assured-dominant (PA)
competitive (BC)
coldhearted (DE)
introverted (FG)
submissive (HI)
ingenuous (JK)
nurturing (LM)
extraverted (NO)

1st T reactivity (b)
0.14
0.06
0.07
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.05
0.08

SE
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09

Partial g2

p
p

.07
.25p
.48
.70
.34p
.32p
.62
.39

0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01

2nd T reactivity (b)
0.15
0.10
0.06
0.00
0.00
0.04
0.03
0.08

SE

presentations from Study 1 were used in this rating study (see
above for details). All videos were cut to a maximum length of
one minute. The videos of five participants in the experimental
and two in the control group were removed from the stimuli sample due to audio problems, leaving a final stimulus set of pre- and
post-videos each from N = 158 target men (n = 120 each for the
experimental, n = 38 for the control group; length M = 53, range
10–62 sec). Videos were distributed in a way so that the two videos
of each target man never appeared together in the same set, to
avoid direct contrast effects. Ratings were conducted in a computer
laboratory on 2400 screens using the software MediaLab v2014
(Empirisoft Corporation). Videos were presented in a randomized
order.
3.1.1.3. Stimuli and items. The video stimuli were divided into six
sets of 40 videos and two sets of 38 videos each, of which half were
pre- and the other half post-videos. Each video was rated by ten
independent female raters. Three-hundred and twenty of the raters
viewed 40 videos and the remaining 80 rated 38 videos. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the eight video groups
and to one of five item groups. The German version of the IAL
was employed (five items per facet as in Study 1; Table S1); raters
judged the target men on one of the five items per facet (a total of
eight items per rater; each rater used the same eight items for the
38/40 videos). Overall target men were rated on 40 IAL items on a
5-point Likert scale (1 = ‘‘disagree completely” to 5 = ‘‘agree
completely”).
3.1.1.4. Statistical analyses. Analyses equalled those of Study 1, only
substituting observer-ratings for self-reports (see the results section for a description of the models).
3.1.2. Results
Bivariate Pearson correlations between observer-rated personality state changes and T reactivity, as well as descriptive statistics
for all variables can be found in the online supplementary (Tables
S8 & S47). Internal consistencies (Cronbach’s ɑ) for the eight IAL
facets (pre and post separately) ranged between 0.81–0.95/0.73–0
.95 for the experimental/control group (Table S8), and interrater
agreements (Cronbach’s ɑ) for the eight facets were satisfactory
to good (pre: ɑ = 0.85–0.95, post: ɑ = 0.89–0.96, changes: ɑ = 0.83–
0.91; Table S48).
3.1.2.1. Hypothesis 2. Univariate linear regression models were run,
with observer-rated personality state changes as the dependent
variable, predicted by condition (0 = control, 1 = experimental condition). We detected larger pre-post increases in the experimental
compared to the control group for dominance (PA; b = 0.49,
p < .01 (one-tailed), g2p = 0.04; Table S9) and competitiveness
(BC; b = 0.37, p = .02 (one-tailed), g2p = 0.02), and larger decreases
for submissiveness (HI; b = 0.55, p = .01 (one-tailed), g2p = 0.06)
and ingenuousness (JK; b = 0.42, p = .01 (one-tailed), g2p = 0.03).

p

0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09

Note. IAL = interpersonal adjective list; T reactivity = testosterone reactivity; SE = standard error; partial g2 = partial eta-squared effect size;
preregistered hypothesis.

Partial g2

p
.06
.15p
.54
.97
.50p
.32p
.75
.36
p

0.02
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01

= one-tailed p-value due to

When adding the preregistered control variables age, relationship
status and sexual orientation to the latter linear regression models
results were unchanged (Table S10).
3.1.2.2. Hypothesis 3. Observer-rated personality state changes
were predicted by T reactivity in the experimental group only.
No significant associations were found for any of the two hormonal
post-samples (ps > .05; Tables 2 & S11).
3.1.2.3. Hypothesis 4. The interaction between T reactivity and
baseline C (T  C) was added, besides T reactivity and baseline C,
to the regression model predicting observer-rated personality state
changes in the experimental group. No significant T  C interaction
effects were detected (for the first/second T post-sample: unsigned
bs < 0.19/0.19, ps > .23; Tables S12–S13).
3.1.2.4. Discussion. We show that naïve female observers attribute
personality state changes to men from before to after engaging in
an intrasexual competition. Men were perceived to increase in
dominance and competitiveness, and decrease in submissiveness
and ingenuousness. These were not linked to target men’s T reactivity (nor to the T  C interaction), however. Still, we provide evidence that post-competition/female exposure personality state
changes appear to be detectable by naive observers based on
video-recorded thin slices of behaviour, suggesting that engaging
in intrasexual competition under female exposure triggers behavioural changes, which may be functional in social signalling. We
employed only female observers, since we initially planned to
focus on intersexual signalling effects (dominance- and
competition-related behaviour) of T reactivity and associated personality state changes. In Study 3, we envisaged to examine
changes in observer-perceptions in terms of more behaviourally
phrased social impression items (self-display, self-assurance, cooperativeness). Since these social impression dimensions directly tap
into facets implicated in men’s intrasexual competition, mate
attraction and affiliative behaviour (both intra- and intersexual signalling), we recruited male and female observers to investigate
pre-post changes in social impressions and associations with T
reactivity (and a T  C interaction).
3.2. Study 3
3.2.1. Methods
3.2.1.1. Participants. One-hundred and sixty raters in (80 females;
age: M = 24.5, SD = 4.9, range 16–53 years) were recruited via a
local participant database. Again, raters’ mean age was comparable
to target men’s average age (M = 24.3 years).
3.2.1.2. Stimuli and procedure. Stimuli and procedure were the
same as in Study 2. One-hundred twenty-eight raters watched 40
videos and the remaining 32 saw 38 videos.
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3.2.1.3. Items. Ten male and female participants rated target men
on three dimensions (self-display, cooperativeness, selfassurance) with three items each. Two positive items and one
inversed item were employed on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = ‘‘disagree completely” to 5 = ‘‘agree completely”; see Table S38 for a
full list of items), plus a question if the target was recognized
(same as in Study 2).
3.2.1.4. Statistical analyses. Analyses equalled those of Studies 1
and 2 (see below).
3.2.2. Results
Descriptive statistics for all variables and bivariate Pearson correlations between observer-rated social impression changes and T
reactivity can be found in the online supplementary (Tables S53–
S54). Internal consistencies (Cronbach’s ɑ) for the three facets
(pre and post separately) ranged between 0.85–0.97/0.77–0.98 for
the experimental/control group (Table S53). Interrater agreements
(Cronbach’s ɑ) for the three facets were satisfactory to good (pre:
ɑ = 0.69–0.89, post: ɑ = 0.72–0.88, changes: ɑ = 0.69–0.82;
Table S55). Since we employed male and female raters (as
explained above), at first we assessed whether rater sex had a significant effect on the observer-ratings (Hypotheses 2–4). Rater sex
was added as a covariate, and its interactions with condition, T
reactivity and with the T  C interaction were investigated. We
found no significant main effects of or interactions with rater sex
(all unsigned ts < 1.39). Since we detected no effect of the sex of
the raters, we will present results with observer ratings aggregated
across male and female raters.
3.2.2.1. Hypothesis 2. Univariate linear regression models were run,
with observer-rated social impression changes as the dependent
variable, predicted by condition (0 = control, 1 = experimental condition). We found a higher increase in both self-display (b = 0.31,
p = .046 (one-tailed), g2p = 0.02; Table S15) and self-assurance
(b = 0.37, p = .02 (one-tailed), g2p = 0.02), but not cooperativeness
(p = .45 (one-tailed)), in the experimental relative to the control
group. When adding the preregistered control variables age, relationship status and sexual orientation, the significant increase in
self-display faded (p = .06 (one-tailed); Table S16).
3.2.2.2. Hypothesis 3. Observer-rated social impression changes
were predicted by T reactivity in the experimental group only.
We detected a positive association for the first hormonal postsample (b = 0.20, p = .01 (one-tailed), g2p = 0.04), but not the second (b = 0.14, p = .07 (one-tailed); for self-display and cooperativeness, ps > .06 (one-tailed); Table S17). This effect was robust when
adding the preregistered control variables (Table S18).
3.2.2.3. Hypothesis 4. The interaction between T reactivity and
baseline C (T  C) was added, besides T reactivity and baseline C,
to the regression model predicting observer-rated social impression changes in the experimental group. No significant interaction
effect, hence no moderation of the association between T reactivity
and changes in observer-ratings by baseline C, was detected (for
the first/second T post-sample, ps > .05; Tables S19 and S20).
3.2.2.4. Discussion. Target men were perceived to increase more in
self-display and self-assurance by naïve observers after, relative to
before, engaging in an intrasexual competition (experimental vs.
control group). In the experimental group, the observer-rated
increase in self-assurance was higher for target men showing a larger T reactivity (no association with T  C interaction). Hence, we
demonstrate T-modulated changes in social signalling in terms of
more concretely phrased (compared to interpersonal circumplex
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items) social impression items, in domains relevant in men’s
inter- and intrasexual competition.

4. General discussion
Across three preregistered study parts, we investigated the association between self-reported and observer-rated personality state
changes and hormonal reactivity in men in an intrasexually competitive context. Several interesting findings regarding the interplay of personality and hormones emerged. Firstly, an increase in
testosterone (T) was detected from before to after competing
against another male participant while being supervised by an
attractive female confederate. The increase was partly (for the 1st,
but not the 2nd post T sample) significantly higher than in a control
group, in which men only watched a neutral documentary and were
supervised by a male experimenter. Secondly, in Study 1, pre-post
increases in self-reported personality state facets competitiveness
(BC)4 and coldheartedness (DE) of the Interpersonal Circumplex
(Wiggins, 1982; Fig. 1), and decreases in ingenuousness (FG) were
found (experimental relative to control group). Concerning
observer-ratings on the interpersonal circumplex (Study 2), larger
increases in the experimental compared to the control group for
dominance (PA) and competitiveness (BC), and larger decreases for
submissiveness (HI) ingenuousness (JK) were found. Regarding the
three social impressions (Study 3), pre-post increases in observerperceived self-display and self-assurance, but not cooperativeness,
were larger in the experimental than in the control group. Note that
concerning the association between T reactivity and self-reported
personality state changes, a positive link emerged of T reactivity with
changes in competitiveness for the first, but not the second post T
sample. For observer-rated social impressions, increases in selfassurance were linked to a higher T reactivity for the first, but not second post T sample. We discuss this pattern below. An interaction
between T reactivity and baseline cortisol (C) on changes in selfreported competitiveness (for both post T samples) and dominance
(for the first sample only) was found in the experimental group. That
is, associations between T reactivity and changes in competitiveness
and dominance were attenuated by high baseline C. No T  C interaction emerged for the observer-perceptions, for neither circumplex
personality states nor social impressions. Finally, dyadic effects
between both participants’ T reactivity and self-reported personality
state changes were investigated employing actor-partner interdependence models (APIM; Kenny et al., 2006). No effects on a focal participant’s personality state changes by the respective opponent’s T
reactivity were revealed, thus questioning potential partner effects
(as reported for dominance behaviours by Slatcher et al., 2011).
Thus, employing a relatively large sample of men (N = 165), we
show preregistered associations of post-competition T reactivity
with self-reported personality state changes, and social impression
changes perceived by naive observers. The T increase, which was
partly larger in the experimental group following a competitive
interaction than in the control group, is in line with predictions
derived from the challenge hypothesis (Archer, 2006; Wingfield
et al., 1990), replicating previous studies in the realms of intrasexual competition and female exposure (e.g., Roney et al., 2007; van
der Meij et al., 2010).
Moreover, personality state changes were detected in our intrasexually competitive context, which mostly support our preregis4
The facet BC is originally called ‘‘arrogant-calculating” (Horowitz et al., 2006).
Since we selected five out of the overall eight items of this facet, with the final set of
items including ‘‘competitive”, ‘‘provocative” and ‘‘belligerent”, and given our study’s
intrasexually competitive context, we decided to re-label the facet to
‘‘competitiveness”. This is, of course, only descriptive, and our interpretation
concerning this facet would equally apply when using the label ‘‘arrogantcalculating”.
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Table 3
Overview of results for preregistered hypotheses for Studies 1, 2 and 3.
Self-reports

Observer-ratings

Hypotheses

IAL

IAL

Social impressions

(1) T reactivity*
(2) Personality state
changes*
Not supported for:

1st, not 2nd T post-sample
Competitiveness (BC), coldheartedness (DE)***

Dominance (PA), competitiveness (BC),
submissiveness (HI), ingenuousness (JK)
–

Self-display, self-assurance

(3) Personality state
changes & T reactivity**
Not supported for:
(4) Personality state
changes & T  C**
Not supported for:

Dominance (PA), extraversion (NO), nurturance (LM),
introversion (FG)
Competitiveness (BC; 1st, not 2nd T post-sample)
Dominance (PA), extraversion (NO), nurturance (LM),
introversion (FG)
Competitiveness (BC; 1st & 2nd T post-sample),
dominance (PA; 1st T post-sample only)
Dominance (PA), extraversion (NO), nurturance (LM),
introversion (FG)

–

Cooperativeness

Dominance (PA), competitiveness (BC),
submissiveness (HI), ingenuousness (JK)
–

Self-assurance (1st, not
2nd T post-sample)
Cooperativeness, selfdisplay
–

Dominance (PA), competitiveness (BC),
submissiveness (HI), ingenuousness (JK)

Cooperativeness, selfdisplay, self-assurance

Note. T = testosterone, T  C = testosterone reactivity  baseline cortisol interaction, IAL = interpersonal adjective list, *relative changes, experimental versus control group,
experimental group only, ***hypothesis not preregistered.

**

tered hypotheses (as outlined above; see Table 3). Regarding the
interpersonal circumplex, changes in self-reports and observerratings overlap for competitiveness and ingenuousness. Interestingly, observer-perceptions also changed on both endpoints of
the Dominance main axis (dominance and submissiveness),
whereas self-reports increased pre-post on the negative endpoint
of the Love axis (coldheartedness). Thus, we see somewhat diverging changes for participants’ own reports and observer-ratings.
These might be meaningful, in that while (changes in) dominant
personality states are more perceptible externally (related to boldness and self-assurance - for the latter social impression facet we
also saw changes in observer-ratings), changes in coldheartedness
may be more an internal process, with no clear associated differences in mimics or gestures, which would be observable by raters.
There is some evidence that certain personality facets, such as
extraversion, are being judged with higher accuracy than more
internal facets, such as openness to experience (Ambady,
Bernieri, & Richeson, 2000). However, importantly, in our case
we are not primarily interested in accuracy (in terms of overlap
between target and informant), only in changes from baseline to
a hormonally aroused state. Thus, so far we can only say that
changes in coldheartedness seem to be more salient to oneself,
and changes in dominance and submissiveness more to observers.
Changes in these personality facets may well be adaptive in competitive situations (Dall, Houston, & McNamara, 2004), and map
onto a behavioural spectrum of competition versus nurturance,
which has been suggested for effects of T (van Anders et al., 2011).
4.1. Implications for the role of T in mate acquisition and intrasexual
competition
Hence, in our study we showed that T indeed rose in the face of
an intrasexual competition combined with female exposure. T
reactivity also appeared to be linked to personality state changes
in domains relevant to this intrasexual competitive context. Since
these personality dimensions relate to aspects of social status
(Eisenegger, Haushofer, & Fehr, 2011; Mattan, Kubota, & Cloutier,
2017), our findings converge with predictions from the biosocial
model of status (Mazur et al., 2015; Mazur, 1985, 2015), according
to which fluctuations in status should be linked to T levels. Moreover, these associations fit well into previous claims of acute T fluctuations playing a crucial role in men’s mating efforts and
intrasexually competitive behaviour, by hinting at a potential
trade-off between competitive versus nurturing behaviour, which
seems to be reflected in changes in interpersonal personality
states. In addition, these T-modulated personality state changes

were not only reported by oneself, but also recognized by naive
observers. The latter fact may mean that these personality state
changes associated with T fluctuations function as an intrasexual
competitive signal detectable by observers, further supporting status competition and/or mate acquisition. On an evolutionary functional level (Tinbergen, 1963), this shows that both personality
state changes and hormonal reactivity might play a crucial role
in supporting important aspects of men’s striving for a high reproductive success. This trade-off surrounding T variability in men can
be embedded in a larger set of trade-offs in the realm of human
reproduction. According to life history theory, an individual faces
a range of trade-offs of allocating effort (especially time, energy
and resources) to tasks and traits in the pursuit of optimal fitness
(Del Giudice, Gangestad & Kaplan, 2015). One such trade-off, which
has been suggested to be regulated by acute T levels, is between
mating and parental effort (Muehlenbein & Bribiescas, 2005) and
should translate into competitive versus nurturing behaviours,
with high T being related to the former (e.g., status acquisition)
and low T to the latter (e.g., pair bonding) (van Anders et al.,
2011). The interaction of T and C (a buffering of the association
between T reactivity and increases in competitiveness and dominance by high baseline C) can be interpreted in light of life history
theory. In particular, in times of high stress, C levels tend to be elevated, and reproductive effort decreases (Del Giudice, Ellis, &
Shirtcliff, 2011). Consequently, the status-seeking effects of
increased T levels are attenuated in times of high stress, to limit
an individual’s extensive spending of resources and risky behaviour, in order to ensure survival. Thus, T reactivity in response
to intrasexual challenges and mating opportunities may be one
of many mechanisms in the calibration of immediate personality
and behaviour, depending on contextual cues and the availability
of resources, to achieve a high inclusive fitness, particularly in
men (for an extensive review, see Gray, McHale, & Carré, 2017).
4.2. Observer-perceptions of T-mediated behavioural changes
We additionally demonstrated personality state changes perceptible by naïve observers based on short video recordings (thin
slices of behaviour; Borkenau et al., 2004). The observers showed
a moderate to high interrater agreement for both pre and post
videos, and consensus was only slightly lower for pre-post changes.
So far, it was unclear whether and how hormone-mediated behavioural changes are perceived by male and female observers outside the immediate competitive context at all (Mattan et al.,
2017). Some previous studies have coded and rated behavioural
facets and analysed these in association with baseline T and/or T
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reactivity. In previous female exposure studies, men’s T reactivity
was found to be related to female-perceived self-presentation
behaviour (van der Meij et al., 2012) and female confederate’s rating of how much the males tried to impress her (Roney et al.,
2003). Our results regarding the link between T reactivity and
pre-post changes in observer-perceived self-assurance strongly
support these, only that we were not looking at absolute behaviours, but behavioural changes. Moreover, these findings support
previous interpretations of T increases being linked to statusseeking and -maintaining behaviours in a competitive context in
men (Anderson & Kilduff, 2009; Eisenegger et al., 2011; Mehta &
Josephs, 2010). We thus provide clear evidence that on the dimension self-assurance in particular, T-modulated behavioural changes
are noticed by observers outside the original competitive context.
Cooperativeness, however, appears to be rather orthogonal to the
other two dimensions, at least in the interpersonal circumplex
model (Wiggins, 1982). Consequently, it may be that T is only
related to self-assurance, but unrelated to cooperativeness. Alternatively, since T reactivity was associated with self-reported
changes in the facet between the Dominance axis and negative
endpoint of the Love axis (i.e., competitiveness), it may well be that
indeed state changes on a facet closely related to cooperativeness
happened, but were not perceived accurately by observers. Similar
associations between warmth and nurturance, and low T have
been proposed earlier (van Anders et al., 2011). Finally, in some
contexts, cooperativeness has been positively linked to T levels
(e.g., in-group cooperation during inter-group competition;
Reimers & Diekhof, 2015). Since cooperativeness has been linked
to both high and low T values depending on contextual variables,
the null finding of our Study 3 is not surprising. Target men were
not instructed to behave in a conflicting way. Consequently, they
did not seem to have emitted specific signals, which were perceived and interpreted accordingly by observers. Thus, it would
be interesting to study how the behaviour of target men would
change in different settings, for example a competitive group task,
and how this would be judged by observers.
Effects for self-reports in association with T reactivity were
found not for any of the two interpersonal circumplex model’s
main axes, Dominance and Love, but for the facet in between Dominance and the negative pole of Love, competitiveness. For
observer-perceptions, in contrast, no associations were found for
any of the interpersonal circumplex facet, only for social impressions of self-assurance. These still seem complementary, since all
fit well in an intrasexually competitive context. The differential
findings for self-reports and observer-perceptions could be interpreted in such a way that T fluctuations are related more to selfreported personality aspects of status-seeking (competitiveness),
and observer-ratings more to confidence and hence current status
(self-assurance, but not self-display, which would more fit into
attempts of status-seeking; Hays & Bendersky, 2015). Of course,
replications are called for, to see whether this slight differentiation
regarding self-reports and observer-perceptions holds. Overall it
can be concluded that most of the effects were located on the Dominance main axis and the competitiveness facet (as well as related
social impressions), but not so much on the Love main axis, and not
at all on the extraversion-introversion axis. This further corroborates the relevance of a T-modulated trade-off between mating
and parental effort (e.g., Muehlenbein & Bribiescas, 2005; Muller,
2017; Zilioli & Bird, 2017), and associations along a competitionnurturance dimension (van Anders et al., 2011).
4.3. Testosterone  cortisol interaction
Associations between men’s T reactivity and increase in selfreported competitiveness and dominance were attenuated by high
baseline C. This finding of a T  C interaction further corroborates
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previous reports that C may inhibit effects of T on status-related
behaviours (e.g., Mehta et al., 2015; Mehta & Prasad, 2015;
Sherman et al., 2016). Especially the finding regarding changes in
dominance is exactly in line with the original study proposing
the dual-hormone hypothesis (Mehta & Josephs, 2010), in that
the positive relationship between dominance and T was only significant with simultaneously low C levels, which we showed for
personality state changes and hormonal reactivity. Since we found
a T  C interaction on changes in self-reports, but not observerperceptions, it appears the buffering of T effects by baseline C is
not related to perceptible state changes, in contrast to effects associated with T reactivity (changes in self-assurance). The moderation of the link of increases in self-reported competitiveness and
dominance with T reactivity by baseline C can be interpreted in
such a way that a T increase, as experienced in a competitive situation, is only converted into stronger status-seeking personality
states when there is no shortage of available resources (i.e., low
stress; Sherman et al., 2016). Hence, baseline C functions as a regulator between competition-induced T fluctuations and personality state changes. However, it is not a complete gatekeeper, since
we found main effects of T reactivity on changes in competitiveness as well (see Hamilton, Carré, Mehta, Olmstead, & Whitaker,
2015). Even when including baseline C without the T  C interaction in the model predicting changes in competitiveness, the
effects of T reactivity (for the first post-sample) prevailed (no main
effect of T reactivity was found for dominance). This shows that
even though the effects of T reactivity were stronger when baseline
C was low, activation of the hypothalamus pituitary gonadal (HPG)
axis was still related to these personality state changes when controlling for baseline hypothalamus pituitary adrenal (HPA) axis
activation (van Anders, Steiger, & Goldey, 2015). Thus, we provide
further evidence for the dual-hormone hypothesis, at least for selfreports, and in terms of changes in competitive and dominant personality states.
4.4. Trait activation in a competitive context
The increases in competitiveness-related personality states we
found can also be interpreted in terms of trait activation, since
these personality dimensions fit well with the competitive context
we created in the lab. According to trait activation theory, individuals express their personality traits when confronted with situational cues relevant to these traits (Tett & Burnett, 2003). In our
study, aspects of the situation like being challenged by the competition, having the opportunity to win over another man and earn a
monetary reward, and the presence of the attractive female may
have functioned as primarily task-related and social cues (Tett &
Burnett, 2003). Here, personality state changes can be seen as the
primary manifestations of trait activation, with T reactivity as the
underlying physiological mechanism. In the current study, we primarily wanted to make sure that T reactivity was triggered by our
experimental manipulation of the lab situation, so we purposely
combined several situational features that in the literature had
been shown to trigger a T response, including a competitive intrasexual challenge with no immediately clear winner and exposure
to a potential mate. To further disentangle which particular aspects
may have triggered the personality state changes and T reactivity,
future studies could employ more fine-grained control groups,
such as staging a competition without involving a female confederate, or a non-competitive interaction between two men, simply
substituting the female confederate by a male experimenter, or
varying the female confederate’s attractiveness. This could also
shed some light upon which aspects of the competitive situation
activate which personality dimensions and have the most influence on T reactivity exactly (cf. Edelstein, Yim, & Quas, 2010;
Roney, 2016).
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Most of our significant associations between personality state
changes and T reactivity were detected for the first, but not the second post-sample (Table 3). We chose to employ two post measures,
since from previous studies it was not entirely clear when T reactivity was highest (Schultheiss et al., 2012), and previous studies
were heterogeneous concerning the timing of reactivity measures
(from immediately to 1 h after a competition’s end; Casto, Elliott,
& Edwards, 2014; Trumble et al., 2012). Based on claims of a delay
of 15–20 min for hormonal reactivity to be detectable in saliva
(Schultheiss et al.), our findings could be interpreted as follows:
changes in self-reported competitiveness and in observer-rated
self-assurance are linked to anticipatory reactivity (Marler et al.,
2005) and a T increase during the competition’s first minutes.
Increases in observer-perceived dominance, in turn, relate to T
reactivity during the full competition phase and especially the later
disciplines. Of course, these interpretations should be treated with
care, since there is large intra- and inter-individual variations in
hormonal levels (especially diurnal declines; Schultheiss &
Stanton, 2009), so further studies are required to see if these represent meaningful differences (Casto & Edwards, 2016a, 2016b).
From our findings we could also conclude that the first postsample was timed better for detecting relationships with personality state changes, and future studies may follow the protocol of
assessing T reactivity slightly earlier.
4.5. Strengths and limitations
Compared to the social endocrinology literature and considering the rather complex design, we recruited a large sample, providing relatively high statistical power to detect significant effects. We
also recruited a very large number of male and female raters for
the video ratings and replicated results for the observer ratings
across multiple rater groups and operationalizations (adjective
and social impression ratings). Moreover, we used a multimethod approach including physiological measures, self-reported
and observer-judged personality states based on questionnaires
and video recordings (Vazire, 2006), allowing us to comprehensively study the association between hormones and personality
from different angles. We considered not only isolated effects of
a single hormone (T), but also the interaction with a second hormone (C), since often it is co-released endocrine signals that affect
behaviour and personality (Roney, 2016). Furthermore, we implemented a control group to check for changes in perceived personality states and social impressions due to practice effects from pre
to post video recordings. Our dyadic competition was composed in
such a way that it presumably was at least somewhat relevant to
all participants, since we employed a mixture of cognitive and
more physical disciplines. Men with different skill sets should have
perceived similar chances to win the competition. We selected disciplines in which participants could be expected to not have too
much experience (e.g., table pinball game rather than simple foosball, since the former is less common). We designed our competition to be as competitive as possible, with opponents being seated
directly opposite each other, and presumably being motivated by
the monetary incentives and presence of the attractive female
(van der Meij et al., 2010). The T reactivity and personality state
changes we found relative to the control group indicate that our
manipulation was successful. Finally, results concerning the effects
of our competition can be seen as at least as or even more generalizable than previous findings, since we employed a more realistic
and natural kind of competition (including a classic ‘‘male” competitive discipline, arm wrestling), compared to computerized
tasks such as the Point Subtraction Aggression Paradigm (Carré
et al., 2009). In addition, our competition outcome emerged naturally (being more credible for the participants than rigged competitions; e.g., Geniole et al., 2013). Still, our study took place in a

laboratory setting, which often shows a limited but satisfactory
generalizability (Sherman et al., 2016), so that replications in more
natural contexts are required.
Regarding limitations, it has been questioned to what extent
salivary T is a good estimate of free unbound T as measured in
serum, thus potentially limiting the validity of our findings. However, Fiers et al. (2014) recently pointed out measurement bias
may be less influential in men than in women, due to lower T levels
in the latter. Moreover, a superior validity of salivary measurement
using passive drooling (as in our study) was shown compared to
salivettes. We conducted the saliva collection with great care following a strict procedure (e.g., Granger et al., 2004), subsequently
storing the samples at 80 °C (where hormone levels are stable for
years; Granger et al.), and assessed a wide range of confounding
variables (Schultheiss & Stanton, 2009). Besides the significant T
reactivity for both post-samples in the experimental group (relative to baseline T), we also detected a significant T increase in
the control condition for the second (but not first) sample. It is
rather unlikely this can be explained by the participants’ watching
the documentary video, since the documentary was rated to be
informative, but average on items such as challenging, exciting,
boring, and significantly below the midpoint of the scale for disquieting and stressful. Rather, the T increase may be ascribed to participants being stressed and challenged by the video-recorded
self-presentation, especially since the question was framed in a
challenging way (‘‘What is great about yourself?”). This is corroborated by the fact that these participants also showed a C increase.
Since greater T and personality state reactivity was shown in the
experimental compared to the control group and further analyses
involving T reactivity focussed on the experimental group, the control group’s T reactivity does not constitute a serious issue. Still, we
show how relatively little manipulation is necessary to induce a
hormonal response, especially in the control group, and only
exactly why T increased here remains inconclusive. It also needs
to be acknowledged that the experimental and control groups differed considerably in sample size. This was done purposely,
because the main aim of the control group was to examine
whether T increases and/or personality state changes were also
found without exposure to the two main experimental manipulations (dyadic competition and female presence), for which we
see a sample size of 40 as sufficient. Analyses on associations
between T reactivity and personality state changes, or moderation
analyses involving baseline C, were not planned for and conducted
in the control group.
For some self-reported personality state facets we have to
acknowledge only moderate internal consistency (especially competitiveness and ingenuousness; Table S4a). This can likely be
ascribed to item selection, since we selected five instead of the
originally eight items per facet (Jacobs & Scholl, 2005) we selected
five, mainly for reasons of brevity and to reduce strain on the
raters. Moreover, internal consistency may have been lower
because we employed a scale designed for the assessment of personality traits (e.g., Turan et al., 2014) to measure states. Results
for the facets with low internal consistencies might thus be underestimates, attenuated by the low reliabilities. Finally, it is important to acknowledge that analyses of correlated changes, such as
in this study on personality state changes and hormonal reactivity,
are statistically difficult. Despite comparably large sample size,
power to detect such effects was only moderate. Consequently,
even though our results are theoretically sound, they need to be
taken with care until further replication.
4.6. Future research
There is an abundance of possible pathways to further elucidate
hormonal and personality state changes as well as their associa-
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tions in intrasexually competitive contexts. First of all, this study
was restricted deliberately in terms of age (focussing on participants presumably active on the mating market and hence especially responsive to an attractive female confederate) and sex
(only males). To assess the generalizability of our findings beyond
these, similar studies could be conducted in different samples.
Even though T supposedly plays a more minor role in females than
in males, and T levels are considerably lower in the former, future
research is needed to corroborate whether hormone-personality
associations in an intrasexual competitive situation are similar
across the sexes (Mehta et al., 2015). Especially the role of competitiveness would be interesting to investigate in women, who are
generally found to be lower on this trait than men, presumably
since over human evolution women purportedly competed less
for mates and other resources than men did (Owens, 2017). A first
study (Hahn, Fisher, Cobey, DeBruine, & Jones, 2016) has shown a
positive association between baseline T and self-reported intrasexual competitiveness (N = 136 women). It would hence be interesting to examine whether such associations can be replicated
involving competition-induced T fluctuations in women. Further
studies could investigate effects of competitive interactions in
other age groups, such as adolescents, a phase marked by increased
aggression and risk-taking. These behaviours would be interesting
to examine on a state basis in association with hormonal reactivity
(Gray et al., 2017). Additionally, the effects of hormonal reactivity
in intrasexual competition could be studied in older male adults, at
an age when T levels declined considerably, compared to early
adulthood (Keevil et al., 2017). A particularly interesting sample
to disentangle age and relationship status effects on the results
we found could be middle-aged and older men that transitioned
from stable romantic relationships back to singlehood, as reentering the mating market should shift their life history priorities
back from parental and nurturing effort to mating and status competition. Since our findings are based on a western sample mainly
from the student population, replications in non-student samples
as well as different, non-western cultures are necessary, the latter
to assess cross-cultural consistency of our findings. For example,
previous research showed intercultural differences in baseline T
(Bribiescas, 1998), potentially due to variation in men’s reproductive effort (Alvergne, Faurie, & Raymond, 2009).
Moreover, for an evolutionarily complete account of the association between hormonal reactivity and personality variability in an
intrasexually competitive context, one needs to take into account
further levels of analysis, besides the overly proximate mechanisms considered in the present article (Simpson, Griskevicius, &
Kim, 2011; Tinbergen, 1963). A longitudinal follow-up study could
investigate functional consequences of acute T reactivity and personality state changes, and hence associations with men’s mating
success and ultimately reproductive fitness (ideally towards the
end of men’s reproductive period and hence their lifespan; Pollet,
Cobey, & van der Meij, 2013). This would provide insights into
the adaptiveness and potential adaptation (e.g. informing about
mechanisms of sexual selection; Puts, 2016) of extant human individual differences (e.g., Dall et al., 2004; Muehlenbein, 2006).
Finally, to further elaborate on phylogenetic mechanisms, comparative studies in related species, such as nonhuman primates, are
required (Eisenegger et al., 2011; Fuxjager, Trainor, & Marler,
2017). Testing the challenge hypothesis, several studies have
shown T increases in competitive mating contexts in species such
as chimpanzees (Muller & Wrangham, 2004). Ostner, Heistermann,
and Schülke (2011) found a positive relationship between aggressiveness and fecal androgens (in particular, immunoreactive
epiandrosterone (iEA), a major metabolite of T in macaque feces)
in male Assamese macaques over a 16-month period. Further studies could investigate associations between competition-induced
changes in T and personality states in nonhuman primate species
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to shed further light on the phylogeny and evolutionary basis of
this study’s findings.
A crucial question we could not fully address is that of causality.
We detected larger increases in self-reported competitiveness with
stronger T reactivity in the experimental group. Since these are
correlated changes, it remains unclear whether T reactivity caused
these personality state changes (Carré & Olmstead, 2015). It
remains possible that the T response did not have any causal influence at all, and the personality change could be ascribed to a third
variable. Moreover, this study was not designed to disentangle
which particular aspect of the experimentally manipulated context
(intrasexual competition, female exposure, or their combination)
had the largest impact on state and hormonal changes. To be able
to make causal interpretations, one way would be to administer T
and subsequently measure its effects on personality states (McCall
& Singer, 2012).
Regarding diverging self-reported and observed personality
state changes, it would be interesting to analyse more objectively
which changes in mimics and gestures mediated observable personality state changes. Objective behaviours such as gaze direction,
smiling/laughing, illustrators (communicative gestures) and adaptors (non-illustrative hand movements) (Penke & Asendorpf, 2008)
could be coded and analysed in conjunction with personality and
hormonal changes. This would provide further insights into how
competition-induced personality state changes, partly mediated
by T increases, facilitate social signalling.
Geniole et al. (2011) note that hormonal effects may to a large
extent depend on contextual factors (e.g., opponent’s psychological
state such as self-efficacy and dominance; van der Meij et al., 2010;
social inclusion vs. exclusion, stable vs. unstable hierarchies;
Knight & Mehta, 2014), and that these have not been acknowledged sufficiently in the extant literature. Further research on contextual factor is called for, to further examine the robustness of our
and previous findings, and the strength of a ‘‘winner effect”, if it
exists at all. Future studies could explicitly vary the context in
which hormone-personality/behaviour interactions are being
examined (Gleason, Fuxjager, Oyegbile, & Marler, 2009). The effect
of an audience varying in sex ratios and responsivity (Ronay & von
Hippel, 2010), the kind of competition (more sportive or matingrelated), or men’s behaviour in an actual mating situation could
be assessed. In the latter, a group of single males and females interacting freely in an externally valid dating context could be
observed in order to study the conjunction of hormonal and personality variables as well as mating outcomes. Such studies would
provide further insight into the complex nature of interactions
between contextual factors and hormonal associations with behaviour in competitive situations, specifically, and social interactions,
more generally (McCall & Singer, 2012).

5. Conclusion
In this preregistered study, we demonstrated how hormonal
and personality state changes co-occurred in men engaging in an
intrasexual competition. We showed a T response after the competition, in line with the challenge hypothesis (Archer, 2006), as well
as changes in personality states, recognized not only by the men
themselves, but also by outside male and female observers. The
larger the T reactivity, the higher increases in self-reported competitiveness, as well as observer-perceived self-assurance were
found. Furthermore, as predicted by the dual-hormone hypothesis
(Mehta & Josephs, 2010), an interaction between T reactivity and
baseline C on self-reported personality state changes in competitiveness and dominance was found. Our results stress the importance of considering T reactivity during social interactions as a
key modulator of personality state changes and social behaviour
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(Carré, Iselin, Welker, Hariri, & Dodge, 2014). These findings are
also in line with previous accounts of T modulating a life history
trade-off between mating and parental effort (e.g., Muehlenbein
& Bribiescas, 2005; Muller, 2017; Zilioli & Bird, 2017), and with
the steroid/peptide theory of social bonds, according to which high
T is related to competitive and low T to nurturing behaviours (van
Anders et al., 2011). In addition, outside observers were able to
detect personality state changes in dominance and self-assurance
that co-occurred with T reactivity based on thin slices of men’s
behaviour, suggesting that T may indeed be functional in social signalling towards rivals and potential mates (Puts, 2010).
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